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CORJ.1ELATION FUNCTIONS AND STATISTICtL ANALYSIS

by

D. I. lawson

During recent years attention has been turned to the limitations of
conmundca Hon channe Ls in respect or" the information which can be paascd
throu[ih them in a Given time. In oroer to transmit information, it must
be coded in some Tlay so that t:1e information appears as a S cries of
electrical impulses which are passed throu;:h the channel and subsequently
decoded at the receiver. In 'ordinary radio transmitters thu coding and
decoding are accomplished by means of a microphone and loudspeaker. In
otoor system:! the coddrig may be carried out by a. teleprinter or bya
morse senden, In any case the rate at which infonn tion can be handIed
will be de tcmuned by the bandwidth of the channel as this will dotermine
the rate at which s ienals can be transmi tted.

In any practical channel there will be a chance of errors occurring
durin£.' !he transmission because noise will al.vrays be present due to
the random motion of electrons in the transmission charmel and thsse
interfering siL~als will give rise to uncertainty ao to the character
of the si~~ls at the receiver. The noise due to the thelTaal agitation
of the electrons ha s a root mean square va.lue proportional' to' the square
root of the bandwidth of the channel so that an the channel, is designed
to handl,e infonmtion at a greater rate the Greater will be !he
probability of errors due to noise. This can be offset by increasing
the power of the tr~n~mitted sig~~l and the follmvinu relation has been
derived by Shannon ~1) between the infomn tion handling ca pac i.ty of a .
channel (the bandwidth) and the power- of the transl'liss ion.

I max = WT log (1 + PiN) where I max is the maximum amount of
information which may be transmitted
in a time T. P is the mean sienal
powoz- received. W io the bandwidth
.and N is the mean noise powez-,

This interes t in the ultima te limits of information transmiss ion
has led ·to the development of devices for recov cr-Lng weak signals Which
may be badly infcrfcred with b)' random noise. It seems remarkable that
so far no attempt appears to h'\ve'been made to aDrly the techniques to
statistical "analysis for the problcnm are essenti~lly the same. '
Statistics a!'e collected with two ends in view; to be able to predict,
from an examination of the past, probable future trends, and to examine
the correlation between two sets of da tll in order to see if a casual
relation ex.ists b otween them. All statistical data by definition are
subject to random variations but ylithin any data there may be a periodic
trend (the signal) and it is one of the functionc of the duty of tho
s·tatistician to d iacovcr this'. This is, of course, the aarre problem /
tha t faces the communication enGineer of separa tine the signal fran the
noise. In order to do this usc is nade of the fact that the sienal is
coherent while the noise is random. A way of doin[' this is to compare
the signal at any instant of time with'its value after 11 given time
delay. A conven'ient rrethod of makinr this comparison is by using an

auto-correlation function ¢,. which is defined by

¢1' - .5-1;() 'j(t~'I) dt:
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Where y(t) is the dis pl.acemen t 'of the siETh,,1 a t time t

'I" is til.e t:ilre 'deLay ,. ",

T is the time for whi.oh the exanrina tion is carr-Ied out.

rhe integral rl
l.j'(tj.:'lj(t -7'') 'd.t, is not of course 11 trU/

~7:' " " " ' '
correIa tion as i,ts' value ;-rill vary with ".f(f:) the 'amplitude of'; the
'aignaL, This may be"~ormo.l~scd by dividing the 'sienal values' by
'their R.M.S. values before performinG the intc[irotion. If it.. is~'
required to keep the co rr-e La-tfon within, the usual limits of ~ 1 arid'
bhe normalised auto-C?f:clation "function b eoorma

Pr~ = -irJ.)It) ,:/(1:"-J) db
-T W 'V~"
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If ¢ ti) is plot ted as a function of 'i'" the resul ting graph
is called e~ autocorrelogram~ this ~~s several ll~portnnt properties
'l-7hich will be stated vrit'hout proof.

(1) ~he autocorrelation function is nn even function i.e.

¢(-'f) ,
, ,

(2) '"'Any periodic function' :1('=) ;:'i11 Zive rise to a p~ricdic
au tocor-re'l cgrrun havi.ng the sane period as the ·flIDction.

Any noise signal

will have a form

generated in R

S "",:;Uiwt--
channel of' bandvid th W

i. e. the form of a damped

wav~ train. This means tha t if the bandwi.dfh 'of, the channel.
is considc rably greater than the frequency of the s i.gna L
be ing tr:ansm~tted, the auboconreLogram w:L1J. reveal the"
signal, as shown in Figure 1. Pu tting this in statis tical
lanG~age, if the statistical fluctuations occur at a higher
ra te 'than the trands which are being sought, the' au to- '
corr-e l ogram w'ill reveal the trends.

',The other functionof.'sta.tisticnl analysis is to examine
relationships between sets of data and in order to do this
use may be made' of the cross~co~relation function. Using
the Language of comnunicntions for the mommt, if two signals

-:tf..t) and" "1(t) arc to': be, compared, then the
cross correlation 'function will be

¢rl-J ~ 1;j:l (tJ "1( t - 1') r)),-
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As with the autocorrelation function the existence of a periodic cross
correlation function will indicate a periodic relation between x and y.

An automatic method of auto and oross-correlation
.

Clearly the value of au to and cross-carrelograms a a a methad. of
statistical analysis ITill depend on the rapidity vnth uhich an e~nination

of sets of da ta cal') 1<0 mide , Fortuno. tcly, .H simple method has been
devised by Revesz ~2) for c anput:ing auto corrc l.ograma, The sif1I1als,
i.e. the &~ta is recorded after suitable m~1ulation on to a magnetic
tape as it arrives and after a sufficient quantity has been collected
the tape is played back through two pick-up heads as shown in Figure 2
and the delay between the heads crm be varied to provide various vnlues
If The two sipnals after amplification and demodulation are
multiplied tOGether ~ feedine one to the stator and the other'to the
movinG coil of an electricity meter. In orGel' to integrate the product
it is only necessary to count the revolutions. of the rotor arid this is
done photoelectrically. The autocorrelogram is constructed by plotting
the inte gra ted product for any fixed time period as a func tion of 'the
delay 1"' between the pick-up heads.

CroSB correlocrrarns may be prepared by rccordin[ the two sets of
statistical de.to. on two synchronised tape recorders or by recordin[3 two
tracks on a sin~le tape. The two recordinrs arc then r-eproduced each
by 0. separate pick-up head o.rrlJJ1ged so tha t a variable time delay can
be introduced nnd the resul tinE siennIa arc handl ed as before.
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FIG. I. A SIGNAL AND ITS AUTOCORRELOGRAM.
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FIG. 2. A SCHEMATIC OF A AUTOCORRELOGRAM
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